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Introduction to our COVID-19 Response Implementation Review 

At the end of April, 2020, two months into the COVID-19 pandemic in the United States, 
StrasGlobal moved from what we call Phase One (crisis response) to Phase Two (a transitional 
period focusing on sales and marketing programs while still continuing COVID-19 health and 
safety initiatives).  We have wound down the StrasGlobal Task Force and have formed a 
StrasGlobal Vision Group to help us reposition our company to meet the challenges of the next 
ten years. 

 

This document is a review of our COVID-19 Response action points and how we implemented 
them.  Photos of some of the store-based initiatives are located at the end of this document. 

 

One of the operational challenges of the StrasGlobal business model is that we are based in 
Texas and are currently operating stores in six states (including three of the most hard hit by 
COVID-19: New York, New Jersey, and Louisiana) with over 250 team members.  Unlike most 
retailers, we do not have field management living in all of the areas where we operate.  The 
travel restrictions caused by the COVID-19 crisis means that some District Managers (“DMs”) 
have not been able to visit all of their stores for the last two months (as of the time of this 
writing).  Therefore, it has been solely up to our Store Managers to implement these action 
points in almost all of our stores. 

 

Furthermore, as a contract operator, we have been responsible to nine clients.  These programs 
required buy-in, and in some cases funding, from our clients.   

 

We have taken the COVID-19 Response and added notations in italics addressing the 
implementation and follow up of each action item.  Not all of the ideas were implemented and 
some were not effective nor appropriate.  This review provides our analysis based upon what we 
know at the time of writing. 

 

We hope that we will soon be moving into Phase Three (retailing in the post-COVID-19 market).  
We have no doubt that many of the ideas that we implemented will become standard operating 
procedures for StrasGlobal in the future and that the lessons learned during Phase One and 
Phase Two will help us in the next crisis. 
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We thank the industry media – especially NACS, Convenience Store News, CSP, Fuel Marketers 
News, Convenience Store Decisions, and others – for helping us share this plan and allowing us to 
contribute to the industry response to COVID-19. 

 

This quote, from one of our store managers on a May 12, 2020, Morale Survey, speaks for itself:  

“We have received an unbelievable amount of gratitude and appreciation from the 
community - including a compliment from the Mayor of Krum, Texas.  People 
understand that businesses are starting to open back up but will always appreciate the 
fact that we never gave up on them.  We remained open and did all we could to keep 
them safe while providing a crucial service”. 

 

We thank all of the StrasGlobal team for the hard work and dedication they showed to keeping 
our team and customers safe while, at the same time, operating our business on a daily basis.  
Whether they were in the store, in the field, or in the office/working from home, we would not 
have been able to do this without them.  We are honored to work with such an exceptional group 
of people. 

 

- Roy and Eva Strasburger 
 

 
Pictured from left to right: 

Caleb Hill, Terresa Burdick, Eva Strasburger, Roy Strasburger, Honda Martinez, BJ Manning, Joanie Sharp, 
Chloe Noonan, Ilene Noonan, Regina Luck, Perry Kilgo, Myra Kressner, Angelica Krott, Dee Madison, 
Wendy Woods, Steve Herron, Matt Kelley, Gary Gabriel  
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OUR MISSION: 
To make life better – for our team, our customers, and our clients 
 

COVID-19 Objective: 
StrasGlobal is going to stay ahead of the COVID-19 situation. If we do more than we need to do, 
then so be it. The health and safety of our team and customers is of paramount importance. 

Our commitment to our community, to our clients and, of course, to our team, is to keep our 
stores operating.  We will only close a store if a) there is a government mandate, b) we cannot 
staff a store, or c) our client instructs us to close the store. 

Our message to our team is to keep safe, we have a plan, and we will make it through this 
together. 

The StrasGlobal COVID-19 Response Team (set up on March 14, 2020) consists of the 
StrasGlobal Executive Team and a Task Force with members from ownership, training, public 
relations, and technology.  The Response Team meets daily to address the COVID-19 situation 
and this document is being constantly updated as the situation develops. 

 

THE STRASGLOBAL  
COVID-19  RESPONSE PLAN 

Communications:  

• “Strange Times – A word from our President” is an email from Roy Strasburger that will go to all Store 
Managers three to four times per week updating them on new developments, StrasGlobal actions, and 
recognizing our team’s efforts.   

We published Strange Times 4 – 5 times a week. All newsletters are sent out by Roy Strasburger. The 
content included updates on StrasGlobal programs, health and safety reminders, messages of thanks 
and support for the work that the StrasGlobal team was doing, videos from StrasGlobal management, 
and links to podcasts and news articles featuring StrasGlobal and its COVID-19 response.   

We received several responses from Store Managers thanking us for our work and for the programs we 
put into place. We produced a Special COVID-19 edition of the StrasGlobal team newsletter for April 
and dedicated the May issue of the newsletter to the #StrasGlobalSuperstars.  
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• The President, and other management members, will put out frequent 60 – 90 second videos to 
inform the team of actions that we are taking and programs that we are putting into place.  A link to 
these videos will be sent to all Store Managers.  We will post this on our StrasGlobal YouTube channel. 

These were done through the Strange Times newsletter (see above). 

• The President will speak to all Store Managers at least once per week. 

Roy interacted with the Store Managers and DMs every week by responding to emails and phone calls 
or by contacting them directly. 

• Survey team members and customers online about 1) what will make them feel safer in the store, 2) 
what measures we should be taking, 3) if there are specific products they need. 

This has been done in four ways: 1) setting up Team Talk, an online community exclusively for 
StrasGlobal team members; 2) sending a Morale Survey to every store twice per week which includes 
the question: “Do you need help in any way? Is there anything else StrasGlobal can be doing for you or 
our employees? If so, please explain”; 3) requesting, and receiving, feedback through the Strange Times 
newsletter; 4) Store Managers give feedback to their DM on what their customers want during their 
weekly calls. Still to be done is encouraging customer feedback through our website and social media. 

• Produce an information sheet (business card size) to give to customers.  On the card will be the CDC 
Disaster Distress Helpline (1-800-985-5990), how to contact StrasGlobal to take the survey mentioned 
above, information on senior discounts, StrasBucks, notice that we are hiring, and the CDC COVID-19 
information website. 

A card has been designed but not produced yet.  We are waiting for curbside and home delivery 
programs to be completed so that we can include that information on the card. 

• Push messages – daily/frequent emails to all stores 
o SMS – acquire cell phone numbers  
o Email – acquire email addresses  
o Email replies go to a dedicated mailbox to be answered 
o We will follow up on messages (through an “open” report) to make sure that they are read 

and that the information is being conveyed. 

We collected all email addresses and cell numbers of team members and found a push SMS system. 
However, the push message system was not implemented due to Labor Act concerns (restrictions on 
contacting employees about work when they are off duty).   Instead, we decided to send information to 
our store teams using the store email address. 

• Knowledge Storage – We have added a COVID-19 tab to the home page of the StrasGlobal website 
that contains company generated information as well as CDC and government initiatives.  The site 
does not need to have a secured access.  All externally generated information needs to be either 
issued by the CDC, a government entity, or verified by two news agencies to try to ensure accuracy. 
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We set up a COVID-19 tab on the home page of the StrasGlobal website. The tab includes sections for 
1) the most recent version of the COVID-19 Response plan (and this implementation review), 2) the 
Strange Times newsletter, 3) a Health and Government section that provides state, government, and 
CDC resources, 4) a “What we are doing” section, and 5) a General Resources page that provides a 
nominal listing of suppliers we have heard about, or who asked to be included, offering COVID-19 
related products and services (this is not an endorsement of any of the suppliers nor did we take any 
financial compensation for listing them).  We also included a notification bar at the top of the page 
that takes you directly to the COVID-19 Response plan. 

• Create a community site (“Team Talk”) that will contain: 
o A moderated forum for all team members to post comments and ask questions.  This will be a 

secured access site. This site is for all team members (store, field, and administrative) so that 
we can answer questions and try to detect concerns so that we can address them. 

o Create an anonymous feedback method for store members to send in thoughts and 
concerns. 

o Create a repository for team ideas and suggestions to fight COVID-19. 

We created Team Talk, a StrasGlobal digital community, similar to Facebook, using WordPress.  This 
site allows us to post company information, team resources, the morale survey, an anonymous team 
member feedback channel, and document storage.  It has not yet been made available to all of the 
company, but management has signed off on it.  We still need to complete the group area and the 
document and video storage components.  Team Talk will eventually replace the current StrasGlobal 
digital archive called “the Hub.” 

• Daily update on the number of people who are sick (either tested or waiting to be tested), affected 
(have someone at home who is infected with COVID-19), cannot get childcare, or do not feel safe 
about coming into work.  We will use a team member call in/absence form so that information will be 
captured and tabulated in a centralized database to track trends.  We need to keep this information 
confidential.  We may need to inform federal/state/local authorities about illnesses. 

We are collecting information on a daily basis at store level.  The information is then passed to the DM 
so that we can track team members who may be infected with COVID-19 and/or exposed to family 
members who are sick.  Strict confidentiality requirements have been put into place – Store Managers 
are not to tell other Store Managers or store team members about someone’s condition and DMs are 
not to share the information between themselves.  Information is to move only in an upward direction 
in the management structure (not sideways or downward). 

• Set up Slack for internal purposes to speed communications. (Slack Channel for Directors and COVID-
19 Task Force is up and in use as of 3/21). 

This was set up and continues to be a useful communication tool for the Task Force and management.  
We are not using it at store level.  We  use it to share COVID-19 news articles, photos, inventory 
updates, etc.   
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• Morale indicator – one or two question survey to be sent to team members to see how they are 
feeling, try to judge emotion levels at the store, and identify if someone needs help. 

We are sending a morale survey to all Store Managers twice a week (Tuesdays and Fridays).  It contains 
15 questions asking about the emotional state of the Store Manager, the store team, the store’s 
customers, and the community (e.g. “Do you feel safe coming to work”, “Do you feel you make a 
difference coming to work”).  The completed surveys are distributed to all Operations Management 
personnel and the results are tabulated in a weekly summary with comparison charts so that we can  
track responses.  This has been a useful feedback channel and we will expand the survey and continue 
to use it in the future. 

• Update StrasGlobal website with photos and descriptions of what we are doing in the stores to 
implement this plan. 

We have added a “What we are doing” page to the COVID-19 tab on the StrasGlobal website.  We 
maintain an updated version of the COVID-19 Response plan and this Implementation Review on the 
website.  We have posted a “Welcome to StrasGlobal” video message from Roy.  We have collected 
photos from the stores to be added to the website showing some of our initiatives and we will be 
adding videos as well.   

• Professional/third party counseling – Team members can contact Teladoc, a service sponsored by our 
health insurance provider, by contacting them at 1-800-TELADOC (835-2362) or going to 
Teladoc.com/coronavirus.  Also inform team of CDC Disaster Distress Helpline (1-800-985-5990). 

Our health insurance provider gave us information for counselling and advice services that team 
members can contact by phone.  This information is posted on our Health and Government page on our 
website and was sent out to all stores by email. 

• Ongoing updates to team members about CDC and government announcements will be sent through 
various communication channels. 

We provided updates to team members through the Strange Times newsletter, email blasts to the 
stores, through the DMs, and by posting information on the website.  

• Maximize efforts to hire new people and implement online onboarding (to speed up process and 
reduce face to face time).  If we hear of a local business closing down, contact them to see if their 
employees are available to hire.  Improving online application process to reduce number of people 
coming to the store and will conduct initial interviews by phone.  Phone scripts will be provided to 
Store Managers. 

We have continued to post “now hiring” signs in all stores, on digital platforms such as Indeed, and on 
our website (under “Careers”).  We are implementing the online onboarding program through Paycom, 
our payroll company.  We have also contacted local community organizations and officials by email 
and phone calls through our new community outreach program and we have opened local social media 
accounts (Facebook, Next Door Business, etc.). 
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• Implement video conferencing between Store Managers and field staff with everyone on the video to 
promote engagement and gauge non-verbal signals and emotional well-being. This will allow us to 
visually check in with stores more frequently and will reduce exposure of field and store staff. 

DMs have been face-timing with Store Managers to check in with them and to create a personal 
connection since they haven’t been able to visit the stores.  The DMs are using Go To Meeting for 
screen sharing with the store computers for paperwork and training purposes.  We are also using Go To 
Meeting video conferencing for all Task Force, weekly company-wide, and Vision Group meetings. 

• Designate a “government monitor” to keep up with federal, state, and local laws and initiatives so that 
we can stay on top of developments.   

We had a designated person collect city, county, state, and federal government information so that we 
could provide information to our team members.  We ended up not collecting information at the local 
level because it was not cost and time effective.  Instead, we set up links to state agencies providing 
COVID-19 news, state resources, and Departments of Health for all fifty states.  We also included links 
to the CDC website to provide official government information and the SBA website for government 
business information. 

• Follow industry updates and initiatives from NACS and other industry media. 

A designated person creates a daily list of all COVID-19 related information in industry publications and 
sends it to the management team. 

• Have an accounting cost designation for COVID-19 related expenses so that we can track them.  This 
will help if there is future government funding or reimbursement. 

This has been set up with the Accounting group. 

• Provide local health authority contact information to each store so that they can have direct contact. 

Implemented.  

• Set up a service to help team members sign up for government assistance programs. 

DMs are tasked with providing guidance to store teams about federal programs that are available. 

• Signs (use StrasGlobal colors or CDC posters).  All communications need to be simple and clear for the 
benefit of non-English speakers.  Where appropriate, consider printing signs in a second language. 

o Email 8 x11 B&W signs to stores to be printed and posted immediately.  Centrally print 
professional signs and send them out to the stores 

o Remind people about social distancing 
o Signs on the front door asking people to limit number of customers in the store depending 

upon number of POS positions 
o Cleaning time charts in restrooms showing when the restroom was cleaned 
o Signs in restrooms promoting hand washing and giving CDC instructions  
o Signs at the pumps informing about store programs and cleanliness 
o  “Coming Soon” signs about curb side delivery, home delivery, and senior programs 
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o Provide store with “<BLANK SPACE> Now in Stock” for front door to tell customers that we 
have the items for sale 

o Partnership outreach signs for the store: “Do you want to partner with us to reach 
customers? Contact XXX XXX XXXX 

All signage was initially produced in-house and sent to the stores in the weekly Friday mail packets.  
The signs were also in Spanish, where appropriate.  For quick implementation, some sign templates 
were sent to the store by email and printed at the store.  These were followed up with laminated signs 
when they were available.  We are now getting quotes to have a COVID-19 signage package produced 
by a professional printer so that they may be sent to stores in complete sets. 

• Provide button/badge for team members to wear printed with sayings (“Better six feet away than six 
feet under”, “No offense but BACK OFF”, “Be smart – please stand apart”) to encourage social 
distancing.  These can also be sold to customers. 

Ordered one thousand 3 inch “Be Smart – Stand Apart” badges designed by 2 Plus Communications and 
Saxton Studios and produced by Team Business Link.  The badges were given to each store team 
member and extra badges are to be sold or used with a promotion in the store. 

• Provide a check list (using Smart Sheets) to each store to ensure that all Response items are 
implemented. 

The initiatives were implemented by the Operations group and were verified by the Training Director 
through communicating with the stores and receiving photographic proof.  We have created a “Social 
Distancing Item Request Form” that allows the manager to request additional Response items as 
needed which is sent to the Training Manager every Wednesday.   

• Client communicates support and encouragement to store team by email, letter, or video. 

Clients were encouraged to visit the stores and provide support, which they did.  They also showed their 
support by agreeing to fund some initiatives, such as the Essential Employee bonus. 

• Document everything in order to create a case study to better prepare for next time. 

Eva Strasburger documented Task Force and general meeting information.  We have also collected 
photos, emails, newsletters, etc.  We have engaged a professional writer to chronical our COVID-19 
experience in narrative form. 

• Share our policies and other StrasGlobal information on social media (LinkedIn, website, etc.) with 
other retailers. 

We have increased our activity on social media – especially LinkedIn.  Some management members are 
very active in sharing and reposting.  We are learning how to maximize our social media platforms.  
Hashtags we are using, besides the convenience store related hashtags, include #COVID19 (623,000 
followers), #retail (270,000), and #retailmanagement (37,000). 

• Industry – share actions and results with rest of industry. Offer a webinar on our Response plan. 
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The COVID-19 Response was sent to all industry publications (CSNews, CSP, FMN, Progressive Grocer, 
Convenience Store Decisions, NACS magazine, etc.), national and state convenience/fuel associations 
(NACS, SIGMA, TFFA, etc.), Compliance Safe Salesforce contacts, and local newspapers and city 
government offices where the stores are located.  It was published and shared widely.  Roy did a 
webinar with CSNews on the Response and it was covered in a NACS podcast that Roy participated in.  
The latest version of our Response plan is kept on our website.  We are looking into doing a series of in-
house webinars to discuss and document our response.  We have tested several webinar programs and 
have decided to use BigMarker as our platform.  Update: (5/27/20) We are creating a series of short 
videos to tell the StrasGlobal story. The videos will be posted to YouTube. 

Health and Safety 

• Continue promoting good personal hygiene practices: 
o Wash hands every twenty minutes or after contact with cash, after sneezing, coughing, or 

nose blowing, after using the restroom, before handling food, after touching contaminated 
surfaces, or after sharing equipment like a keyboard or POS terminal 

o Sanitize all surfaces frequently 
o Maintain a minimum of six feet distance from customers and, when possible, other team 

members 
o Avoid touching your face 
o Mandatory watching of RTO training video for cleaning and sanitizing 

https://readytrainingonline.com/preventing-illness/ 
o Continue to update health information and send it out to stores 

These were all done, and we continue to communicate the importance of these measures to the team 
on a frequent basis through Strange Times, the monthly newsletter, emails, in person, virtual 
management visits, and calls. 

• Develop a contingency plan in case a team member, who has been working in the store, is tested 
positive for COVID-19.   

o Fellow team members working with the infected person should be quarantined for 14 days. 

The CDC has changed its recommendation.  Team members exposed to someone with COVID-19 may 
continue to work if 1) they are showing no symptoms and 2) maintain full PPE while on duty. 

o Close store and deep clean (use reset crew or local steam cleaning company) using FDA 
approved cleaning solutions and/or methods. 

We have put together an emergency deep cleaning package that is to be kept at each store: gloves, 
mask, goggles, gowns, foot covers, and disinfectant. We are working on a comprehensive cleaning 
protocol with assistance from a risk management company. 

o Non-exposed store team members can be either reassigned or used to clean the closed store. 
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o Reopen store after cleaning and with teammates who have not been exposed to an infected 
person. 

See above note about exposed team members. 

o Publicize that the store has been deep cleaned. 
o Investigate Clean Harbors as a decontamination company. 

See above note about cleaning package.  

As of today’s date (5/13/20), we have not been informed that a team member has tested positive. 

• Provide personal health packets – packages that contain gloves, masks, disposable gowns (reports 
suggest that the COVID -19 virus can stay on fabric for hours meaning that someone’s hand can be 
contaminated by touching the fabric or the virus is carried into a home on the fabric) and hand 
sanitizers.  The items in the package will depend upon availability and the needs of health workers.  
Team members are required to use all items while in the store.  Items are to be replenished or 
replaced on a daily or weekly basis as available or according to the certified life span of the item. 

This has been done but we had to use disposable aprons rather than gowns due to lack of availability.  
Every Wednesday the store managers fill out a “Social Distancing Item Request Form” that allows the 
manager to request additional PPE and signage as needed and is sent to the Training Manager.  The 
requested items are then sent to the stores from the head office in the Friday mail. 

Masks – we went through several stages: 1) due to masks not being available and the urgency of the 
crisis, masks were initially made by store staff using a CDC design sent out by the Training Manager; 2) 
blue fabric masks were ordered from Savilino in Austin, TX, and sent out to all team members; 3) 
supplies of medical masks were sent to stores as back up masks; 4) KN95 masks were a) distributed to 
all StrasGlobal team members, b) donated to local hospitals near the stores and the head office, c) 
given as extras for field staff, and d) held back for future use. 

Protective eyeglasses have been sent to each store team member.  Team members may use them if 
they wish but they are not required. 

• Review all cleaning programs and implement enhanced cleaning in rest rooms. 

Implemented.  However, restrooms continue to be a concern for the store teams.  We are looking into 
ways to distance-clean the restrooms with foggers, electro-static devices, UV-C lights, the Clorox 360 
system, and sprayers.  Update (5/27/20) the Clorox 360 was determined to be too expensive. 

• When possible, and without increasing a safety risk, open store doors to maximize air circulation 
within the store. 

Being done where appropriate. 

• Confirm that all restrooms have soap. 

Implemented. 
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• 18” x 24” Plexi-glass sneeze guards for each POS position (use Saran wrap stretched across the POS 
area opening as a temporary barrier). The holder/base will be raised six inches off the counter so that 
cash and small items may be exchanged under it. 

Implemented.  These were designed and built by Terresa and Doug Burdick in a matter of days using 
stained wood and plexiglass and were one of the first safety items sent to the stores.  Considering 
upgrading plexiglass to a larger, more permanent, fixture. 

• Stores with plexiglass “cages” are allowed to immediately start operating with the cages closed (two 
sites). 

Implemented.  This was applicable to only two stores. 

• Purchase NanoSeptic material for door handles and counters (fuel pumps?) and tablet screens. 
(Current research states that the material will kill viruses for 9 to 12 months). 

Implemented.  We are not using them on fuel pumps because we are offering gloves instead. 

• Provide cleaning wipes or gloves at the pumps.  The challenge is the customer taking all of them at 
one time.  A short-term solution is to offer paper towels to pick up nozzles with a sign to indicate that 
gloves are available in the store until we are able to secure the wipes or gloves in the pump area. 

There are signs at the pumps saying that gloves are available inside (people tend to use the paper 
towels located at the pump islands).  We have ordered Gas Mitts. Update (5/27/20) 

; We have contacted Grip Hero in the UK and are in the process of ordering the product because they 
are dispensed from a roll rather than by a “tissue” box presentation that may reduce unnecessary 
wastage and litter. 

• Investigate full service at the fuel pump where it is allowed by law. 

This was not needed because we are providing gloves for use at the fuel pumps. 

• Consider implementing a one-way traffic system within the store so customers are not passing each 
other in the aisle by using tape or footprint decals on the floor for people to follow. 

This was implemented using brightly colored footprint decals on the floor showing the traffic direction. 

• Place a decontamination center near the front door with sanitizer, wipes, paper towels, and/or gloves. 
o For people entering the store to encourage disinfecting hands prior to transactions and to use 

while opening cooler and restroom doors 
o For people leaving the store and wanting to wipe down products 
o Include a sign “Be a good neighbor and take what you need. Please help others” 
o Look at using a modified version of the Cintas hand sanitizer station. 

We have a decontamination center at the door with sanitizer, gloves, and towels.  Cintas hand sanitizer 
stations are on order.  We are looking for a design that will provide sanitizer, gloves, and towels in one 
unit.  We also have hand sanitizer at the checkout position. 
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• Laminated sign (initially use 18” strip of silver duct tape with “Please wait here” written in Sharpie) on 
floor to indicate social distancing for people standing in line at the POS positions, restrooms, outside 
front door of store and any other place where people queue.  Placement is 6 feet apart.  

Implemented. 

• Limit the number of people that can be in the store at any one time based upon 5 customers per POS 
location.  Have a sign on front door – “For your health and safety – only X customers in the store at 
one time.  Please wait outside and observe Social Distancing.” 

Implemented. 

• Temperature screenings of all store team members at shift change with an infrared thermometer at 
each store.  

Implemented.  Any team member with a temperature of 100.4 degrees or higher (defined as a fever by 
the CDC) is sent home until they have been fever free for 72 hours. This is kept on a confidential daily 
log at the store and sent to the office every Monday. 

• Each shift has one designated person responsible for cleaning and sanitizing all main public “touch 
spots” including fuel pumps.  A cleaning checklist and time chart will be used at each cleaning. 
Frequency will depend upon how busy the store is.  Minimum is once per hour. 

Implemented 

• Identify team members over 65 and assign them to shifts or areas of the store where there is less 
customer interaction.  The Director of Training will speak to each individual and address their specific 
role. 

We identified four active store team members.  The Training Director spoke with each of them to 
address their specific situation and ensure that they were able to maximize social distancing in their 
duties. 

• No self-service food service unless food item is packaged. 

Implemented.  Update: As of May 21st, we are allowing self-service roller grills only if complete sneeze 
guards are in place.  Napkin dispensers will be located near the roller grill so that they can be used to 
hold the tongs and other foodservice items. 

• All fresh fruit and vegetables shall be cleaned and packaged prior to selling. 

Implemented 

• All food service condiments are pre-packaged. 

Implemented 

• Remove ice from drink promo barrels to reduce risk of virus transfer from ice/water to cans. 
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Implemented 

• No reusable cups. 

Implemented 

• Fountain and coffee cups will be kept behind the counter and given to customers.  This is to prevent 
customers from handling the cups and not using them (picking up a cup and then replacing it for a 
different size) or sneezing or coughing on them as the virus can survive on the surface for several 
hours.  Investigate whether there is a reason to ban the sale of fountain drinks and coffee or go to full 
service. 

Implemented cup policy only. Update: as of May 21st, customers can access fountain and coffee drinks. 
Napkins are on offer to handle items. A sign near the cups will tell customers that if they wish, they can 
be handed a cup, lid, stirrer, and condiments at the sales counter. 

• All indoor seating areas closed off. 

Implemented.  Now opening up seating areas in compliance with local laws and our store policies. 

• Provide curbside delivery to reduce customer interaction in the store (see below). 

Implementing.  See below. 

• Provide pick up service to reduce customer interaction in store (see below). 

Implementing.  See below. 

• Provide lock boxes to reduce customer interaction in store (see below). 

Still under consideration. 

• Investigate use of “Steamfast” as handheld steam sanitizer for counter tops.   

Decided not to use steam cleaners due to practicalities and damage to phones and electrical 
equipment. It is still under consideration for rest rooms cleaning. 

• Investigate “Mobile Kleen” UV lights as sanitizers. There is also a restroom model. 

Decided not to use UV-C light. It is too dangerous if an untrained person attempts to use it because UV-
C light can damage eyes and skin. 

• Investigate using pay windows at stores, when available, to reduce human interaction. 

Still under consideration.  It will depend upon cost, practicality, and building layout. 

Morale 

• Conduct a daily morale check at store level through surveys and personal calls from supervisors. 
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Implemented.  Please see note on morale survey, above. 

• Provide a “StrasBucks” coupon program for store team members to purchase items in the store.  
StrasBucks will be $20/store team member to show appreciation for their work “on the front line” and 
help them through difficult times.  Issue them to all store team members weekly on Tuesday.  
StrasBucks will have at least a 60-day expiration date. 

Designed a Stra$Bucks Thank You coupon.  $20 is given to each store team member and $40 is given to 
the Store Manager each Tuesday.  We considered restricting the use of the Stra$Bucks to certain 
purchases but, after feedback from the stores’ teams, we did not to do so. The Stra$Bucks are treated 
as coupons for accounting purposes.  We are using Stra$Bucks long term for rewards, employee 
recognition, and  for our monthly newsletter contest. 

• Recognize #StrasGlobalSuperstars – team members that have gone the extra step to help customers 
or in performing their duties.  Post photos of the team members in company communications. 

#StrasGlobalSuperstars were recognized in the April and May StrasGlobal newsletters.  We are going to 
design a long-term recognition program. 

• Directors will check in weekly with those who report to them to gauge morale. 

Implemented. 

• Establish a StrasGlobal Essential fund on Go Fund Me to help team members who are in need.  Funds 
will be distributed as StrasBucks within the store to be used for essential items.  It will be funded by 
contributions by Owners, team members, suppliers, grateful customers, and outreach partners.  
Applications can be made online through Team Talk.  Approval of payments will be made by the 
administrators of the fund.  Details TBD. 

Implemented.  On May 21st, 2020, we established the StrasGlobal Team Fund on GoFundMe.  The funds 
are to be used to help StrasGlobal team members who are in financial need.  Team members may apply 
for grants through contacting teamfund@strasglobal.com.  We are also using the fund to accept 
specific donations for team members. The Fund was announced to the company through the Strange 
Times newsletter.  Over $6,000 was raised in the first twenty-four hours. 

Management 

• Continuous communication with clients to update them as to store performance, staffing and supply 
issues, and government assistance programs (i.e. small business loans). 

Implemented.  Roy and Perry Kilgo (COO) regularly communicate with clients to inform them of store 
performance, new health and safety policies, and government initiatives.   

• We have established a protocol if a team member dies from COVID-19 related causes.  The DM is 
notified, who notifies all management personnel.  Members of the management team contact the 

mailto:teamfund@strasglobal.com
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deceased team member’s family and store team where the deceased worked.  We recognize that 
support needs to be given to team members, as well as family.  The company will notify the 
StrasGlobal team of the event.  We will accept donations to the family through the StrasGlobal Team 
Fund. 

Update: We added this provision on May 27th, after a team member died due to COVID-19 which was 
not workplace related.  To this date, we have not had a confirmed case of COVID-19 contracted at one 
of our stores. 

• Management and field supervisors are not to travel by plane or public transportation unless given 
specific approval by the President of the company. 

Implemented.   

• Stores may only be visited by field management if no overnight hotel stay is required. 

Implemented.  Update: As of May 18th, 2020, field management are allowed to stay at hotels only after 
personally checking with the General Manager of the hotel property to make sure that they are 
implementing sufficient cleaning protocols such as: leaving the room vacant at least three days after 
the previous guest; the room is deep cleaned; contactless check-in and keyless rooms are available; 
public areas are closed; and hand sanitizers and cleansers are available to guests. Having a kitchen in 
the room is an added benefit so that the team does not have to go to restaurants. 

• It may be necessary for management to take a reduction in pay if store performance and client 
reimbursement becomes a financial issue. 

Not deemed to be necessary at this time. 

• Consider providing additional “Essential” pay for store team members if funding is available. 

In addition to the Stra$Bucks mentioned above, we are giving a temporary “Essential Employee” bonus 
of $2/hour or $100/week for salaried team members.  This was paid to all StrasGlobal team members. 
The end date of the bonus program is still to be decided. 

• Use contactless external couriers (such as Task Rabbit or Uber) to pick up and deliver supplies and 
items when appropriate. 

Implemented when possible. 

• When field management visits a store: 
o Store should be closed 15 – 20 minutes for a deep sanitizing 
o Use provided PPE. 
o Only one on one meetings 
o Social distancing procedures to be followed for all meetings 

Implemented in full originally, but with states opening up, stores are no longer required to be closed 
during a field management visit 
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• Experiment with management supervision through video store tours and photos in order to reduce 
the personal interaction and the risk of field personnel spreading the virus between stores. 

We have begun testing video store tours using Facetime and iAuditor.  If successful, we will continue 
this as a long-term program. We are investigating the possibility of using the online ordering tablets for 
video store tours.  DMs are also using Go To Meeting software for screen sharing with store computers 
for paperwork and training issues.  Update (5/27/20): iAuditor is considered a success and is being used 
for all store visits. 

• Issue Essential Business Safe Passage letter (template issued by insurance company) to all team 
members during time of “shelter at home” or quarantine mandates to present to authorities if the 
team member is stopped while going to or from work.  

Implemented. 

• Take photos and video to create an archive to document the programs and actions that are taken in 
implementing this plan.  We will use the archive to help build future contingency plans.  This will also 
allow us to share ideas with others more easily. 

Photos have been taken and we are beginning to take video during virtual store tours.  

• Explore all government or SBA business loans or grants that may be available. 

Implemented and continuing.  DMs inform store teams about what programs are available. 

• Ensure that all permits and licenses are uploaded into Compliance Safe (www.compliancesafe.com) so 
that we are reminded of permit renewal dates if government offices close, we need to access these 
documents if we are working remotely, or our compliance officer is sick or unavailable. 

Implemented.  The StrasGlobal compliance manager stated several times how fortunate it is that we 
have Compliance Safe.  Government functions have been disrupted due to stay-at-home orders and 
office closures. However, we are able to keep up with expiration dates without relying on 
communications from the authorities. We can also view, print, and send documents remotely, without 
having to go to the store or office,  thanks to Compliance Safe. 

Sales/Customer Interaction 

• Absolutely no price gouging or overpricing.  Team member are not allowed to sell personal items on 
our properties at inflated prices. Anyone caught engaging in the unauthorized selling of overpriced 
items will be terminated immediately.  If there is an increase in retail prices over 10% which is due to 
an increase in our cost, a sign will be posted at the shelf location of the product explaining that the 
price increase is due to a cost increase and asking the customer to contact the manager with any 
questions. 

There have been no reports of price gouging. 

https://www.compliancesafe.com/
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• Any negative or misleading publicity will be immediately communicated to the President so that 
action can be taken. 

There have been no reports of negative or misleading publicity. 

• Ration essential items. The emphasis is on providing products to as many people as possible.  It may 
be necessary to keep products behind the counter. 

Implemented (e.g. toilet rolls were kept behind the counter). 

• Signs showing that we have essential items in stock. 

This was done.  In addition, large prominent displays of the available essential items were created once 
they were back in stock (e.g. large display of toilet paper on a table by the front door). 

• Adjust store operating hours for deep sanitizing needs and staff availability. 

This was done as required. It only affected a few stores. 

• Display a photo and “Hi my name is…” at checkout if cashier is wearing a mask.  This will be placed in a 
transparent plastic sleeve attached to the Plexiglas sneeze guard. 

Implemented. 

• Sell preloaded credit cards so that unbanked customers can shop online (with anyone) and to reduce 
future cash transactions in the store. 

We are waiting on the delivery of the cards and equipment.  Delay is due to COVID travel restrictions. 

• Create a “How to stay busy and have fun in quarantine” selection of items: puzzles, playing cards, 
board games, romantic (wine, chocolate, flowers) bundle, stress relief items (candles, incense, bath 
salts), books, office supplies, school supplies, chargers, batteries.  Ask suppliers to come up with 
“bundles” using items that they have in stock and would appeal to quarantined people. 

Increased displays of toys, games, and other quarantine products but there was not a specific “bundle” 
promotion.  Update (5/27/20): We are adding PPE bundles and items to our store product mix. 

• Sell StrasBucks as gift cards in denominations of $1, $5, $10, and $20 to be used in the store (and can 
be promoted as gifts to people in need). 

These have been designed with a bar code and are being tested in a few stores. 

• Expand pet and toys categories for the duration of the crisis. 

Implemented. 

• Private shopping – high risk customers can call ahead, and we will close the store for private shopping 
at off-peak times. 
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This has been advertised on signage and communications to the local community.  At this time, no one 
has used the service. 

• Pick up service 
o Call, text, or online ordering through Square 
o Pay online or inside 
o Advertise service at store and, online, and other media 

We had no online or phone system in place to do this at the beginning of the crisis.  We have developed 
a program from scratch using Square over the last month.  It is being tested in two stores.  Will roll out 
to other stores soon. 

• Curb side service 
o Call, text, on-site ordering, or online ordering through Square 
o Designated pick up spot with signs 
o What are staffing requirements 
o Interaction protocol (how do we deliver products to customer and accept payment?) 
o Advertise service at store, online, and other media 
o Team members wear safety high-visibility vests when outside 

As mentioned above, we had no online or phone system in place to do this at the beginning of the 
crisis.  We have developed a program from scratch using Square over the last month.  It is being tested 
in two stores.  Will roll out to other stores soon. 

• Lock boxes outside store 
o Provide secure boxes outside store 
o Each door has a code lock that can be changed with each order 
o Call, text, or online ordering through Square 
o Advertise service at store, online, and other media 

Still under consideration because we have not yet found a lock box system that we like. 

• Home delivery 
o Call, text, or online ordering through Square 
o Determine how we are going to deliver (Doordash, Instacart, UberEats, Postmates, 

StrasGlobal drivers) 
o Interaction protocol (how do we deliver products to customer and accept payment in a safe 

manner?) 
o Advertise service at store, online, and other media 
o Consider using What3Words (www.what3words.com) for home delivery.  What3Words will 

allow us to deliver packages to specific locations and not just addresses.  For example, if a 
customer wants a delivery left on a side porch, What3Words will tell us exactly where it is 
within a 10 x 10-foot square.  It is more accurate than Google or Apple maps. 

Will roll out soon.  It will be based on the curbside online ordering system. 
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• We are researching loyalty programs to implement at the store.  One of the lessons learned during the 
COVID-19 crisis is that we did not have a way to communicate with our customers.  We were not able 
to tell them that our stores were open, what our hours were, and what we had in stock.  While a 
loyalty program will help us with sales and marketing, it will also improve our ability to inform our 
customers. 

Outreach 

• Free fountain drinks and coffee for first responders (as usual) and medical personnel either in uniform 
or with ID.  

Implemented. 

• Seniors 
o Provide discount on store purchases 
o Signs to go to front of the line to reduce their time in the store (provide staff assistance) 
o Promote curb-side delivery through local charity/associations. 
o Promote home delivery through local charity/associations 
o Reserve senior “essential bags” (toilet paper, hand sanitizer, milk, bread, etc.) on a first 

come/first serve basis - charged at retail (i.e. Not a giveaway) 
o Provide simple prepared meals from kitchens 
o Include StrasBucks as give away 

We offer a 10% discount for Seniors.  We implemented all of the above except for the essential bags 
and the Stra$Bucks give away which may be implemented at a later date. 

• Communicate to all local assistance networks that we have curbside and delivery services available. 

This is being done as part of the new community outreach program. 

• Look for other “at risk” groups who need help. 

This is being done as part of the new community outreach program. 

• Use an outdoor “snap frame” as a community billboard to show latest COVID-19 information, 
associations offering assistance, business cards of people providing services, promoting our programs 
for housebound and contact avoidance. 

Implemented and will continue to use this long term. 

• Investigate use of digital signage to communicate COVID-19 and community assistance information 
inside the store or in store window. 

Under consideration. 

• Investigate farmers’ markets for parking lots 
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This is part of the new community partnership program. We are in conversation with several farmers.  
We are also looking at using the parking lots for other activities such as car clubs and craft shows. 

• Investigate food trucks in parking lot of stores. 

We have advertised our interest in doing this but have not yet had anyone contact us. 

• Cross promote with charities and churches (put a flier for local assistance groups with all orders) who 
can assist vulnerable people.  Help customers get in touch with government assistance programs. 

Cross-promotion is being done as part of the new community outreach program.  We have not yet had 
a documented incident where we have helped a customer get in contact with government assistance 
programs. 

• Contact with Meals-on-Wheels type of associations to use our excess food and to tell their clients 
about our delivery services (where applicable). 

This is part of the new community outreach program. We do not presently have excess food due to 
waste and spoilage controls at the stores. 

• Contact local distillers about providing hand sanitizer for use in stores or to sell in the stores. 

Implemented.  We received a large order of hand sanitizer from a distillery in Texas. 

• Investigate using local seamstresses or tailors to make face masks for store use, donation purposes, or 
to sell in the stores.  Ordered 500 fabric masks for store use from Savilio in Austin 4/4 

Distributed the fabric masks to the stores.  In talks with suppliers to sell masks. 

• Mandate that all customers must use a mask when in the store.  Store teams will make paper 
towel/rubber band/staple masks for customer use.  If customer does not want to wear a mask in the 
store, we will provide curbside pickup service. 

Implemented.  However, we have had some negative feedback from customers about mandating that 
they wear a mask in the stores.  Therefore, we are trying to educate the public about why they need to 
wear a mask: to protect our team members and other customers and not just themselves.  Update: We 
have seen an improvement in customer attitudes as mask wearing starts becoming the norm.  Update: 
As of May 21st, the customer mask mandate has been under review.  Roy spoke to store managers on 
May 21st to get their opinions and a survey was sent to all stores on May 27th, to gather information 
about customer attitudes, customer cooperation, and asking whether the team members would rather 
increase their risk of COVID-19 exposure rather than trying to enforce the mask mandate.  StrasGlobal 
preference would be to keep the customer mandate in place but we are taking local reactions into 
consideration.  Negative customer attitudes have been affecting store morale. 

• If local community members are making fabric masks, we will provide distribution through our stores. 

Communicating this to our local communities. 
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• Donate PPE to local hospitals and clinics if they need it. 

Have donated KN95 masks to local hospitals.  We have received letters of thanks for our donations. 

• Contact local Small Business bureaus and local business digital networking organizations, service clubs 
(Rotary, Kiwanis, etc.), Chamber of Commerce to see if we can offer assistance or act as an information 
conduit. 

This is part of the new community partnership program.  Have received good reactions from several 
community leaders.  For example, on April 1st,one of our stores in Gonzales, LA,  was featured by a local 
TV station (WGMB Fox News/BR Proud) after hearing about our outreach program.   Then, on May 7th, 
the Mayor of Gonzales went by the same store, much to the delight of the store team. 

• Establish a resource page on the website as a goodwill gesture that lists companies and products that 
we have heard about claiming to provide COVID-19 solutions.  We will include a disclaimer that the 
listing is not an endorsement of any of the suppliers, we did not take any financial compensation for 
listing, and we are not responsible for the performance of the companies or products. 

Implemented.  

Partnerships 

• Local restaurants 
o Re-sell prepared food (health laws permitting). 
o Use restaurant’s excess inventory or order through their supply chain. 
o Share delivery services if they are self-delivering. 
o Hire staff that they have been laid off or furloughed. 
o Use their advertising media to promote selling their food in our stores. 

This is part of the new community partnership program.  So far, we have had surprisingly little 
response. 

• Work with other entities (florists, bakeries, pet shops, toy shops, laundry, farm to table providers, 
bookstores, etc.) in a similar way to restaurants. 

This is part of the new community partnership program.  So far, we have had limited response from 
farmers and artisans wanting to sell their crafts. 

• Advertise partnership opportunities online, in-store, media (radio, etc.), Alignable, Next Door, and 
LinkedIn. 

This is part of the new community partnership program.   

• Local charities (identifying people who need to use delivery service, etc.). 

This is part of the new community partnership program. 
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Worst case scenario 

• If the outbreak becomes substantially worse, if the stores become chronically understaffed, or if 
customers are not allowed in the store, move to operating only on a curb side or delivery basis.  Fuel 
pumps will remain open. 

• If the store must be closed completely, follow company protocols. 

So far not necessary. 

Purchases 

• Duct tape 

• Gloves, masks and gowns/aprons 

• Sanitizer and wipes 

• Plexiglass for sneeze guards 

• Lock boxes 

• Thermometers 

• Signs for various communications (crowd control, CDC instructions, restroom cleaning chart, items 
available for sale, etc.) 

• NanoSeptic 

• Banners 

• Safety vests 

• Snap Frames 

• Digital signs? 

• Tablets for mobile payment 

• Handwashing timers 

• Paper towels, rubber bands, staples for masks 
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ABOUT STRASGLOBAL 
OUR MISSION: 
To make life better – for our team, our customers, and our clients 

 

For 35 years StrasGlobal has been the choice of global oil brands, distressed assets managers, real estate lenders 
and private investors seeking a complete, turn-key retail management solution from the most experienced team in 
the industry. Our “plug-and-play” or customized solutions work for 1 store or 100 stores. 

For more information contact: 

Roy Strasburger, President StrasGlobal 
roy@strasglobal.com 
7 North Fifth St  Temple, TX USA 76501 
512-970-3488 
https://www.strasglobal.com/ 

 

 

The team members who contributed to this report were:  
 

StrasGlobal Task Force 
Roy Strasburger - President 
Eva Strasburger – Director of Strategy 
Angelica Krott – Director of Technology 
Myra Kressner – Strategy Consultant 
Terresa Burdick – Director of Training 
 

StrasGlobal Executive Team 
Perry Kilgo – Chief Operations Officer 
Wendy Woods – Director of Operations 
Dee Madison – Director of Accounting 
Gary Gabriel – District Manager 
Caleb Hill – District Manager 
Steve Herron – District Manager 

Contributors 
Selina Strasburger 
Chantal Strasburger 
Lorelei Strasburger 
Danielle Strasburger 
Ian Wilson 
Nicholas Titus 
Kristi Prior 
Mel Stevens 

 

Thank you to our heroic and essential Office, Field and Store Teams who 
implemented these action points.  

  

mailto:roy@strasglobal.com
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Store Pictures 
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